COMMISSION

MEMBERS OF THE SELECTION BOARD
OPEN COMPETITION COM/C/1/01
CLERICAL ASSISTANTS (C 5/C 4)
IN THE FIELD OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTING
(2003/C 50/07)

Chairman: Lars Jörgen MAGNUSSON
Alternate Chairman: Carlo EICH
Full members: Rui FERREIRA
Fernande SCHINTGEN
Alternate members: Catherine DE HENAU
Henri SPEYBROUCK
Ida ANGIUS

MEMBERS OF THE SELECTION BOARD
OPEN COMPETITIONS
(2003/C 50/08)
COM/LA/1/02 (LA 7/LA 6) AND COM/LA/2/02 (LA 8)

English-language Translators/Assistant translators

Chairman: David WALKER
Alternate Chairman: Timothy MARTIN
Full members: Anne BUCKINGHAM
Philip RHODES
Alternate members: Barbara HALL
Rosemary MCLAREN

French-language Translators/Assistant translators

Chairman: André DRAMAIS
Alternate Chairman: Hugues SAUNIERE
Full members: Annie DESSY
Geneviève DESVALS
Alternate members: Ludovic LAPORTE
Marie-Colette LABOUREAUCORNAILLE